Virtual fracture carving improves understanding of a complex fracture: a randomized controlled study.
The visual overlay technique for surgical planning is difficult to apply to spatially complex fractures. Virtual reality can be applied by virtual fracture carving to adapt the visual overlay technique to three-dimensional (3D) images. In this study, we evaluated whether virtual fracture carving is a useful exercise by performing two experiments comparing trainees' understanding of a complex fracture with the application of either current preoperative techniques or the use of the Virtual-Fracture-Carving Simulator. Forty-eight participants-senior medical students and residents in postgraduate year 1 (PGY1)-were asked to learn the anatomy of an associated both-column acetabular fracture. The participants were randomized into three groups: control, Sawbones, and virtual (Virtual-Fracture-Carving Simulator). The randomization protocol was stratified for sex and visuospatial ability. The measure of learning was a fracture line-drawing task evaluated for nineteen anatomic relationships. The virtual group performed better than both the control and the Sawbones group, with an absolute difference in score of 22.7% (p = 0.0001) and 17.8% (p = 0.0026), respectively. There was no significant difference between the control and Sawbones groups. The virtual group drew fracture characteristics requiring a higher level of spatial understanding with greater accuracy. The results of this study validate the concept behind the visual overlay planning technique-i.e., that thoughtful play promotes understanding of fracture anatomy. These results objectively demonstrate that the use of a Virtual-Fracture-Carving Simulator is feasible, and superior to conventional preoperative planning strategies in terms of quantity and quality of understanding of a spatially complex fracture.